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Children are abundantly talented and they

require constant motivation to showcase and put

forward their talent through different mediums .

We , at SLN , for a very long time wanted to

showcase our students creations out there to the

world , to show what our children are capable of .

We believe this is one such way for them to put

forward their literary and artistic skills and that 's

how came about the birth of SLN TIMES , our

monthly newsletter where the beautiful

thoughts of the children are penned down along

with the various events , tidbits etc . 

We sincerely hope that this will encourage more

children to put forward their thoughts which will

change and inspire other young minds and bring

about a smile on the faces of the readers . 
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The pandemic made every school in the world to switch from traditional

classrooms to virtual platforms . Teachers were confronted with the need to

adapt to online teaching . Adapting to this new teaching plan was initially a

harder phase to go through but nevertheless with the support of our

management , it was proved that a teacher could do anything to let the

learning happen in any circumstance .

SLN provides online education to the students effectively , via zoom , a video

conferencing tool . We take classes as we would do it in traditional

classrooms . We teachers , tend to keep our students fun and engaged

throughout the online sessions . We ask questions during and after the lesson

and leave time for the students to answer . 

We took next step forward where we introduced Google Classroom to the

students , through which online study materials of videos , presentations ,

audio and PDF files of chapters are being sent . Each teacher manages their

own google classroom and every student has access to all of their classes .

They are being given home works , assignments and they are constantly

assessed by the online test .

We make use of the online whiteboard and graphical board that help virtually

emulate the in-person classroom experience shared between teachers and

students . We carry out break out room discussions around the topic and

encourage students to participate actively .
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T E A C H I N G  A T  S L N  
 BHAVANI B
EDITORIAL BOARD HEAD 
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T E A C H I N G  A T  S L N  

We create educational videos for our students to learn at their own time. We
create ppts which make easier for the teachers(us) to deliver and comprehend
complex information of the subjects to the students in a simpler and captivating
way. 

Apart from presentations, teachers are now looking at keeping children engaged
both during and after the sessions in many ways. On the spot small quizzes, using
mentimeter tool and co-curricular activities are all forms of engagement being
experimented.
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T E A C H I N G  A T  S L N  

We conduct virtual co-curricular activities programme and the students showcase
varied talents like storytelling, singing, speech, puppet, debates and dramas. The
virtual cca turned out to be a great experience wherein the students thoroughly
enjoyed. It creates a competitive spirit and fun experience in learning.

In conclusion, the teacher believes that online schooling has allowed students to be
much more responsible and take ownership of their learning and once both teachers
and students become comfortable with the online sessions, any challenge during a
crisis can be addressed in the future.
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P H O T O G R A P H Y

MUFARIS - XII STD

RAMESH KANNAN - XII STDRAMESH KANNAN - XII STD

SANGEETHA - XII STD

JAYA SURYA - XII STD
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HARIHARAN - IX STD 

S. KOWCHIKA HARINI - XII STD

TAHSEEN SHARIFA - XII STD

D O O D L E  A R T  S E C T I O N

S. KOWCHIKA HARINI - XII STD

JEEVITHA -  XII STD
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M. SURYA PRAKASH - XII A

K. RAAJA DURAI - XII C
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SANGEETHA - XII STD

R. SARANYA - XII B
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PRIYADHARSHINI. E - X STD

NETHRA.M - X STD

KAVITHA.S - X STD

PRAGADHEESH KUMAR - X STD

DHISHIKSHA . R - X STDRAMYA .R - X STD

MUKILA SHREE - X STD
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MONISHA.S  - X STD 

MONISHA - I

PRIYANKA - IX STD

PAVITHRA.S - X STD
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PRAGADHEESH KUMAR - X STD POOJA. K - X STD PAVITHRA.C - X STD

PRIYANKA - X STD SUMAYA - VI STD
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B. DEVENDAR - VII STD

B. ROHIT - VI STD SREESHTI.D - VI STD

SHARMILEE.S - VI STD
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SHONA - VII STD

AALIFA - VII STD
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LAKSHYA. I - VIII STD

SARVA SHAKTHI.S - VIII STD

DINESH KARTHICK - IX STD
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S. NITHISH - IX STD

PRAVEEN RP - IX STD



Favorite person

Roaming around

Includes joy

Excludes sorrows

Never ending relationship

Deserved by all

Ship that never sinks

Hug that never kicks

Incredible feeling

Pops out from heart .
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The best amusement

Haunted house

Engaged place

Marvellous rides

Excited children

Place of adventure

Addictive attractions

Roller coaster , the master

Key to enjoyment .
PRAGADEESH KUMAR – X STD

Studious fellow

Travels with dreams

Ups and downs on his way

Determined 

Easy-going

Never give up

Till he succeeds .

BHAVANA.R X STD

REVATHY.S -  X STD

Rapid wind blow

Adorable cloud burst

Immortal water flow

Now on the earth .

Master of the family

Overloaded love

Tolerates the pain

Household ’s controller

Effective care taker

Readiness to sacrifice .

Selfless soul

Understands others goal

Push them near to success

Pull them away from giving up

Over and over

Run with them

To support them .

PAVITHRA. S X– STD

NILOFER FATHIMA - X STD

ACROSTIC POEM
An acrostic poem is a poem where certain letters in each line spell out a word or

phrase . Typically , the first letters of each line are used to spell the message , but they

can appear anywhere . These examples will help you see how you can use this form in

different ways .

MOTHER RAIN

THEMPARK

FRIENDSHIP

SUPPORT

STUDENT
PAVITHRA. S X – STD



Let ’s stay at home .

Our frontliners are working for us .

Clean your hands with hand sanitizers .

Keep social distance .

Don ’t go outside without mask . 

Our life is in our hands .

We should obey government rules .

Nothing is impossible
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Fear not

At any time , at any situation .

I am with you 

To make you strong .

Hold me tightly .
SREE LAKSHNA. B – VIII A

DEVA DHARSHINI. S -IX A

Cover your mouth with mask .

Or cough in your kerchief .

Roaming around is not an option .

Observe proper hygiene .

Never run away from quarantine .

Appreciate the healthcare  

 providers for their efforts .

ABINAYA M -VIII A

CORONA

LOCKDOWN

FAITH

Nature is the art of god

Alluring beauty

Treasure of the environment

Unlimited resources

Remember not to destroy it

Everyone need to protect it .

NATURE

PAVITHA.C - X STD
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1 . What has many teeth , but can ’t munch?

2 . What has a bank , but no cash?

3 . What has a ring but no finger?

                                                                      

1 . Take off my skin and I won ’t cry , but you will ! What am

I?

2 . The more you take away , the more I become . What am

I?

3 . I have two hands , but I cannot hold things? What am

I?

1 . I am not alive , but I have 5 fingers . What am I?

2 . People buy me to eat , but never eat me . What am I?

3 . I exist only when there is light . But direct light kills

me . What am I?

                                                                            

1 . Where do you find an ocean with no water?

2 . What is white when dirty and black when clean?

3 . You swallow it for your survival , beware that it doesn ’t

swallows you back?

                                                                            

CONTRIBUTORS
 

SHAJIRA - X STD
PAVITHRA.S - X STD

JEEVITHA - X STD
PAVITHRA. C - X STD

ANSWERS
 

a1. Comb
a2. River Bank
a3. Telephone

 

b1. Onion
b2. Hole

b3. Clock
 

c1. Glove
c2. Plates and cuttlery

c3. Shadow
 

d1.  On a map
d2. Chalkboard

d3. Water
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“No”, IS NOT A WRONG WORD

Once a bird named , Kiki was searching for a tree to build

nest to lay eggs . In her search , she saw two large trees . She

approached the first tree and said , “Will you allow me to

build nest in you? The tree refused to give her shelter . Then

she went to the second tree and asked for help . It agreed .

She made her home and lay her eggs and then the rainy

season arrived .

Due to heavy rain , the first tree fell and carried away by the

flood . The bird saw this and said , “Look , this is your destiny .

You didn ’t offer shelter , now God has punished you .” The tree

smiled and said , “I knew I ’m not going to survive in this rain ,

that ’s why I didn ’t permit you .”

Hearing this , the bird regretted and felt sorry . She moved

with tears . Now she understood that there would be some

reason behind the word , ‘No ’ .

Moral: We should not always consider someone’s ‘No’ as
their arrogance.

                            R. Saranya 
                            XII std



 “Don’t judge a book by its cover

A 25-years-old man was admiring the nature with

excitement through a window in a train . He was so amazed

to see the beauty of nature . Suddenly , he wondered and

asked his dad , “Ahh ! Dad , look ! Look at the trees , it ’s moving

behind , it ’s too beautiful , but how?”, his dad smiled . A young

couple who was sitting nearby them , looked at him

mockingly and whispered at his childish behavior within

them .

 At once with surprise the boy said to his lovely dad , “Dad ,

take a look at the clouds , they are running with us !” . The

young couple couldn ’t resist , and they said to the boy ’s dad ,

“Why don ’t you take your son to a good doctor?” The old man

replied , “Yes , I did . We are just coming from the hospital , my

son was blind from his birth , he just got his vision today”.

The young couple were shocked into silence and felt bad by

their heart . They repented and told the old man to care off

him .

Moral:
Don’t judge a person easily and never ever ridicule a
person before you truly know about them. The truth
might surprise you.

Kowchika Harini 
XII std
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THE RIDDLE

 

Ram Chand received a call from a hospital . A voice spoke ,

“your sister is in the last stage of cancer , she wanted to meet

you “. Hearing this he rushed to see his sister . He had to pass

by a forest . On his way he was stopped by a witch abruptly .

The witch said “ah you are my feast today “. Ram Chand got

scared and begged her to leave him . The witch thought for a

while and said “If I want to leave you answer my riddle”. Ram

Chand got ready to answer to the witch ’s riddle . The witch

asked “a person born in 1988 died in 1988 his age was 22 .

How?”. 

                       Ram Chand was not able to find the answer

and had fallen into the clutches of the witch . The witch

asked his last wish . He said “I wanted to see my sister who is

in her deathbed . The witch agreed for what he said and told

him to come within an hour . He went to the hospital ,

enquired the reception and found that her sister was in

room number 1988 . As he was about to reach the room the

nurse stopped him and said sorry your sister is no more . 

This shouldn ’t have happened to a 22 years woman . Ram

Chand burst out in tears and also found the answer of the

riddle . Now he went to the witch and said “you cannot kill

me I have found the answer for the riddle”. It might be a

person who was born in the year 1988 and might have died

in the bed number 1988 at the age of 22 . The witch got

stunned and left him alive .

B. Sree Lakshana
VIII STD
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REFLECTIONS FROM OUR
NEWSLETTER

 B . BHAVANI - HEAD INCHARGE TEACHER

We hope that you liked our newsletter,

our first of many more to come. We will

be coming up with many more interesting

articles, short stories, quiz sections and

various other news and events

happening in our school in the upcoming

newsletters.  Thank you for being a 

 supportive reader. 

 

For feedback and suggestions, 

do email us at

srilakshminarayanamatric@gmail.com

You can also follow us on various other

social media handles.

  

@SLNMatricSchool @slnmhss @SLNMatriculationHrSecondarySchool

EDITORIAL
BOARD

B . BHAVANI

HEAD INCHARGE TEACHER

SOUNDARIYA.A - XII C

VIDYASREE.L - XII A

PAVITHRA.C - X B

HARNIKA.M - XI A

YAMEEN AHMED.T - IX B

JAILALITHA B.K 

ASST. INCHARGE TEACHER


